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• To provide information regarding the National Guard's Joint State Response Training System (JSRTS) capabilities

• To support proliferation of JSRTS capabilities across government
JSRTS Defined

JSRTS takes a tailored COTS based mapping tool, integrates it with an intuitive, web based staff trainer, and puts both in a government run virtual world, allowing thousands of soldiers, airmen, sailors and civilians to train and collaborate anytime, anywhere, at very low cost.
JSRTS Components

- **RaSOR-EM**: Regional and State Online Resource – Emergency Management – Mapping and data support

- **EMST**: Emergency Management Staff Trainer – Web Based Military and Civilian Staff Training

- **US-Nexus**: United States Nexus – Virtual World for Training and Collaboration
RaSOR-EM

- RaSOR-EM modifies an existing mapping capability (Yahoo) to create a training support capability to support the National Guard Emergency Management Staff Trainer (EMST)

- RaSOR-EM is supporting real-world contingency data management (Washington State, Wisconsin, Texas; over 30 Federal Agencies)

- 3,000+ current users in all 54 states and territories
• Web based, low cost/no cost trainer for military and civilian staffs

• Nine current scenarios, including hurricane, earthquake, tornado and more

• Geo-specific to every state and county in the United States

• Full scenario editor function

• Supports up to 400 separate staff training events simultaneously
US-Nexus Defined

• US Nexus is a collaborative workspace, not a social network

• Nexus focuses on points of collaborative interface – offices, conference rooms, and classrooms

• Bottom Line: US Nexus provides a secure environment for government collaboration and training that enhances effectiveness and saves money

• For the Guard, Nexus will support training of dozens, even hundreds of staffs in a common environment at very low cost
Multi-Staff Training and Collaboration

US-Nexus Transforms Large Scale Organizational Training (Military and Civil)

Exercise Southern Reprise – Katrina focused training event – estimated 500+ staffs (federal, state and local). Total cost: < $50K (3QFY10)
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